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Abstract: This experimental investigation examines the
underwater diffraction pattern of a corrugated
surface Insonified by a varbletone (wide band F14)
acoustic source. Sound field data is obtained
using a variab2e-level correlation system to
measure the pressure amplitudes of the first two
forward and bach-scattered orders. These measure-
ments are carried out primarily for frequencies
near those for which the various scattered orders
fail to appear e.g. near the "cut-off" frequencies.

Satisfactory agreement between theory and experi-
ment is obtained relative to the locations of the
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Abstract (othd) o scattercud orders in the
*spcetra. M4eas:rcd amplitudes of the scattered
order arc,! cloze to predicted values
although increasing discrepauny with theori is noted
for increasircZ order. 7.iis effect is due primarily
to the theoretical cc..lictionz . h..ch. arise from the
uza of cozparatively severe co-'Ju~ations. Deviations

from theoretical predictions attribut3&ie to angle of
source incidence show no general. rend. F'tinction of
the scattered anmplitudes occur consistently at slightly
higher frequencies than calculated. It is not determined
decisively whether the amplitudes att:_ined zero or merely
very small values at the cut-off frecq:ancy due to the
practical limitations on slgnal-to-nolse ratio of the
measuring system. However, (relative) scattered order
amplitudes less than 0.2 of the specular amplitudes of
plane surface reflactionas is obtained even with the
present comparatively unrefined electronic equipment.
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CHAFPER I

ITOD~TIONi

1.1 The Problem and s Sjjnificance

To gain an insight into the complex process of sound

scattering from the sea surface, scientists have resorted

to laboratory experiments using model pressure release

corrugations to approximate the actual sea surface. By

reflecting sound pulses from these corrugations, they have

measured the effect of certain surface parameters on the

basic scattering mechanism. Use of stationary sinusoidal

corrugations afforded the greatest simplification in studying

the process; it was for this reason that Tamarkin and LaCasce

investigated the scattering process using three different

sinusoids.

The present study was motivated by the section of

their paper in which they expressed a need for more detailed

examination of the scattering process near cut-off. For

a giv~n angle of source incidence, the cut-off frequency

is defined as the minimu frequency below which a given

scattered order fails to propagate. At this frequency and

I
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below, the scattered order represents an exponentially damped

distortion of the wvave field in a direction normal to the

pressure release surface.

The objective of the present study "as to use a new

approach, a correlator technique, in investigating the

scattered field (diffraction pattern) from a stationary

sinusoid near cut-off.

In the present application, the variable level

correlator provides a unique means of separating the scattered

orders from a temporally and spatially continuous sound

field. The investigation contributes further evidence to

the validity of existing scattering theory and affords

a cuoparison of similar experiments, employing the standard

pulse technique. Having established the usefulness of ýnis

correlator systes, its application to other areas of

investigation appears prumising.

1.2 Related Theoretical Studies

The first to treat the scattering problem, Rayleigh,1 6

assumed that the scattered field consisted of a discrete

set of plane waves travelling away from the surface (a specular

reflection, plus forward and backscattered orders). However,
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he was unable to solve the problem for other than normal

incidence, and then only under t4ae condition that both the

surface and acoustic wavelengths were large compared to the

corrugation amplitude. In 1955, Temarkin and LaCasce

solved the problem for an arbitrary angle of incidence

using the same approach and physical assumptions as Rayleigh.

SIn 1952, L. M. Brekhovskikh5 solved the problem oy

evaluating the Helmholtz integral. In estimating a boundary

value for the gradient of the reflected pressure, he

assumed that at the corrugated surface an incident wave

is reflected locally, as though it undergoes an ordinary

specular reflection. As will be indicated below, this is

a poor assumption in the low frequency region, He furbher

assumes that the surface has a reflection coefficient that

depends, through a complex phase factor, on the surface

coordinates; i.e., on the distance from an arbitrarily

selected reference plane. The validity of his solution also

requires that overshadowing does not occur. (This condition

is also necessary for the other theories discussed here.)

Overshadowing results when the angle of incidence exceeds

the angle between the normal to the z-O plane and the tangent

to the surface at the point of maximum slope.



The analysis of Carl Eckart does not require the

assumption of microscopic specular reflcction (Brekhovskikh)

in his approach to the problem. This represente a. significant

improvement, because an acoustic reflection is not governed

by small roughnesses or corrugations, but rather by

averaging over areas comparable to the wavelength. Thus,

it is always a region of at least X/4 by x/4 that determines

17the reflection. The wave is reflected as if the actual

surface area were replaced by a plane at its mean distance

from the reference plane. Eckart thus assumed that the

zurface was "not too rough" and could be locally approximated

by a plane surface parallel to the z=O plane.

The most recent contributor to the scattering theory,

J. L. Uretaky, 1 9 ' 2 0 solved the Helmholtz integral written

in terms of Green's functions. He made no assumptions

concerning either the sound source frequency or the geometrical

parameters of the surface. Unfortunately, the method gives

little insight into the practical application of the solution.

However, Barnard, Horton, Miller and Spitznogle,1 have

recently presented an interesting paper on the practical

aspects of the numerical computation of the results given

by Uretaky.
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Experimentally, American and Soviet scientists in

the early 1950's investigated scattering from regular

geometrical shapes and sinusoids. They measured the

amplitudes, energies, beam widths, and directions of

propagation of the various scattered orders. 1 0 '1 1 ' 1 5 In

succeeding years, a shift to more random surfaces was made

as theory became available. Based on the success investigators

have had in explaining scattering from stationary sinusoidal

and random surfaces, it seeas probable that future emphasis

will be directed to scattering from a time dependent random

surface.

1.3 Objective of the Investigation

The purpose of this investigation was to measure the

relative scattered pressure amplitudes near cut-off

employing a variable level correlator system and warbletone

source (FM) generator. Theoretically, finite cut-off

amplitudess are predicted, but experimentally the cut-off

behavior has not been resolved.

The investigation was performed subject to the following

restrictions: First, the frequency range of the source

was 20kHz to lOOkHz, a range including the cut-off frequencies

for the selected source alignments. Three source positions
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vere utilized: 0°, 10°, and 30 Thbese angles were measured

between the axis of the major lobe of the projector and

k-- the vertical to the z=O plane. Becauue of the above restrictions

and the choice of the sinusoidal surface parameters, only

a maximum of two scattered orders could be measured within

the physical limitations of the underwater environment.

-.---- -- - -- - - -- - -- - -



CHAPTER II

ECKART' S THEORY OF SCA'TTYM

2.1 Selection of the Method

Of the several theories briefly discussed in the first

chapter, the most recent, by Uretsky, appears to be most

accurate and mathematically sophisticated. However, because

of the difficulty in the numerical evaluation of the scattered

amplitudes (a computer is required), a method was selected

that showed reasonable promise of yielding acceptable

results without using Aumerical techniques.

Although the theories of Rayleigh, Brekhovskikh,

and Eckart satisfy the above requirements, only Eckart's

is suitable for the present study. Rayleigh's solution in

closed form predicts neither a cut-off frequency nor scattered

orders beyond the first, and Brekhovskikh indicates that

the scattered amplitudes increase at cut-off in certain

situations. Eckart's theory possesses none of these shortcomings

and conforms to the experimental results of several investiga-

tions 7 ' 1 0 Therefore, the scattered amplitudes, relative to

the specular amplitude from a plane surface, will be derived

I
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following Eckart's method as applied to a sinusoidal surface
10

by Tamarkin and LaCasce. It is with their paper that the

results of the present study will be compared.

2.2 Derivation of the Scattered Amplitudes

The appr-rach used in deriving the aszplitude of the mth

scattered order is to solve the Helmholtz integral by estimating

the boundary value of the gradient of the reflected pressure

and applying applicable boundary conditions, far field criteria,

and a directional source. This method, known as the Kirchoff

approximation, is discussed in most texts on radiation theory. 4 8

This approximation, more exact in the high frequency limit. assumes

that the reflection from the corrugation can be approximated by

that of a plane surface. Explicitly, the Helmholtz integral2'L

may be written as

= e ik/r - p1 ý/a 1 (e l/rl)J dsl (2.1)

In this expression the fol lowing should be notel:

(a) p1 refers to the boundary value of the reflected

pressure.

(b) tli derivatives are to be evaluated on the surface,

zI- h cos(px), where h and p are the corrugation

amplitude and wave number, respectively.

I
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(c) Since the surface corr'gation is essentially along

the x-axis, dsI d-, , and the limits on

integration are the effective corrutgation length,

-L to L.

The ±rcident pressure pc is given by the folloving expression:

ikro

PO "(2.2)r 0

D will be required to be constant over the region of insonification

and zei'o otherwise. Explicitly,

D(x) = D for Ix-- L (2.3)

= 0 otherwise

Because the surface is assumed to be slowly varying (hp< < 1),

3/c =- (2.4)

To insure that both r ar.d rI are much larger than the

acoustic vavelength (kr>> 1), the corrugation must be placed

in the far field of the source. The source and receiver distances

frco the surface were set. at the same order of magnitude (see

Figure 2-2). The following expressions are good approximations

of these distances:

r r - (ao xI + c •) (2.5)

Therse "a(a ± ae derve (2.6)

These equations are derived in Appendix A.
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For a pressure release surface the folloving condition must

be met at the surface:

P 1 -- p 0 at z= 1 (2.7)

A value for ( ) is necessary to solve the Helmholtz integral,

Equation (2.1). This value may not be arbitrarily assigned, as pointed

out by several authors.I'13 A knowledge of p, or ýpl/CM at

the interface is sufficient to completely specify the problem;

hence, they cannot be independent. Unfortunately, there is no

way of exactly determining /•n , as Equation (2.7) gives the only

relation between Do and p o Thus, an approximation for 2pl/I

is required if the problem is to be solved. Eckart's estimate

assumes that the surface is "not too rovgh" and may be replaced

14
by a plane surface. The resulting expression is

(2.8)
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Substituting Equations (2.7) and (2.8) into the Helmholtz

integral, Equation (2.1) yields:

Iikr ik / d43cp(A) ,P (e r/) r po /n (e r
1 I 0

Substitution of Equation (2.2) further reduces the last equation

to:
ik (ro0 + I

4jp (A) D t [e 'rlo rl1 cs1  (2.9)

This may be simplified by performing the indicated differentiation

and utilizing the far field assumption (kr>> 1), therefore

""xJp(A) (D/rotl) )/' [e rl)] d 1  (2.10)

Next, a value for (r r ) and ir ro) is needed. To the first

order, Equations (2.5) and (2.6) yield:

r0r1  roor1 0

and

r1 + r (r~ +%xic~+ ro- +Xgc

where

a a +C and c c +,z
0 ao
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SSubstituting these last two expressiors into Eltation (2.10),

along withn quation (2.L) giv•-

f / ik(r 0 - axI - cý1 )4x, p(A)=- D/ro rO 5!5zI C °+rOd

L

fik(r + r1  - ax1 - ý
hfpI(A) - ikcD/r rO e 00 1 1 dxI, (2.11)

1 00 10L

The reflected pressure from a finite length plane

surface can be derived from Equation (2.11), if 0 0. If

that pressure is denoted by po(A'), then,

L

ik(r + ro) -ikax1
4apo (A') ikcD/r rlo e 0 0  1 e dx1  (2.12)

-L

ik(r + r
= - Dc/a (e oor1O) [e- e I

ik (roo+ rO)/or)

21klkc (e r 0 0 r10  sin(k&L)/IkL

and finaJlly,

4.,cPo0(A' ) 41klxc°0 (sin(ks&L)/kaL), (.3



wk(r°°+ r)
vhere M ! D e r0/

and c-c 0 +c - 2c0

for a specular reflection (see Figure 2-1).

Equation (2.13) is the reference pressure to which pl(A)

vill be compared.

Rewriting Equation (2.11), expressing • explicitly

gives L
iArcae" -ikch cos(px,)

-spp(A) Kick e e dx 1 . (2.14)

This integral is most easily evaluated by using the identity

-ikch cos(px) (-kch) + 21J1 (-kch) cos(px) .....

0 1

Retaining only the first two terms of the identity, Equation

(2.14) becomes
L L

i(A).-NMick [fJ0(-chk) ei1 a' dxl+ 2ifJl(-cbk)cos(px)e dxl

"~ 4(2.15)

The first integral represents the contribution to the scattered

pressure of the specular reflection fro the finite corrugation.

The second integra.l is the contribution of the first scattered

order. The first integral can be solved as was Equation (2.12).
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As a reult, the specular contribution is

41koIMc 0 (sin(k&L)/kaL) J (-2c h). (2.16)

Evaluation of the second integral is obtained from standard

integral tables. The final result, after supression of

the factor "i", is

2 2 2[4ckMJl(-chk)/(p2-k a 2)] psin pL cos(kaL)- ka cos pL sinOkaL)1.

(2.17)

Equation (2.15) may now be written as:

4%pl(A) = [1kimco(sin(kaL)/kaL) J (-2c hk)] + [4ckMJ (-cbk)

(p k2 a2 ) (psin pL cos(kaL) - ka cos pL sin(kaL)]

(2.18)

The desired expression, pl(A)/po(A'), can be

calculated. This expression is the ratio between the sum of

the scattered amplitudes and the specular reflection amplitude

from a plane surface. In principle, this ratio, will contain

an infinite number of terms, one for each scattered order

present. In the present derivation, only the first (zero or

specular order) and second (first order) terms are retained.

The first term is the ratio between the specular amplitudes of

the corrugation, [Equation (2.16)] and the plane surface

[Equation (2.13)) and is called the "relative" specular amplitude

A:

A Jo(-2chk) (2.19)
0 0 0
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[ The "r:elative" first scattered amplitude, A is

obtained from the ratio of Rquations (2.37) and (2.13).

T-h.t) suparbcript refers to the direction of proDgation

of the first scattered ord.ir, and is (+) in the forward

direction and (-) in the backward direction. Forward

scattering occurs wher the direction of propagation is bet-ween

the positive x-axis and the specular direction for a source

ýositioned as depicted in Figure 2-1. Explicitly, the

ratio becomes

'+ =O+C/ [kaL/sin(k&L)] Jl(-chk) [psin(pL)cos(kal)

- ka cos PL sin(kaL)/L(p2 - k a-)] (2.20)
+ +

note, c becomes am1

This expression may be simplified by a usef,. limiting technique.

The grating equation for the first scattered order is:

p - _ks (2.21)

For the present purpose, it may be rewritten as:
+

lE- (ka +E ) (2.22)
P 0
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Neglecting higher order terms, Equation (2,20) becomes:

A ,j _ o0 [ (c,+c1)/2c ]11[J1(-chk)/ sin(.kaL) 4kecos(kaL)[sn(kaL•)eos(jL)
+cos(kaL)sin((.L)

+ cos(ka.L)[sin(k.aL)

+cos(kaL)sin(EL)]

-kasin(kaL)[cos(kaL)
cos(CL)-sin(&L)sin(EL) .

Taking the indicated limit for a corrugation with an integral

number of surface wavelengths effective in the scattering

process, we have:

Ai , C + c- [-(c + Ct) hk] . (2.23)

Even for a corrugation with a non-integr&L number of surface

wavelengths, this regult is essentially correct. Contributions

to the scattered pressure from the outer edges of the corrugation

will be relatively small, regardless of the phase difference

between the two edges. Tis is especially true for a long

corrugation length.

Higher order scattered amplitudes are calculated in the
+

same manner as Al; the general result is:

A-= [c +c/2cJ L-(c + c-j (2
m 0 V 0 M 0
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where m is the scattered order of interest. Only the magnitude

of thbese amplitudes is used in this study.

i4



CHAPTER ITT

INVESTIGATION PROCEDURE

3 .1 Apparatus

3.1.1 Variable Level Correlator. The basic problem

in measuring the scattered amplitudes from a continuous

source is separating the scattered signal from both the direct

source signal and the multiply reflected signal (reverberant

field). A variable level correlator designed and tested by

12J. Macaluso was chosen as the solution to the problem because

it provided both phase and amplitude correlation information on

the transmitted and received signals.

As indicated in Figure 3-1, a signal generator feeds

an amplified signal to both a projecting transducer and a

summing amplifier, where the source signal is combined with

the signal from a ramp (saw tooth) generator (a signal with

a uniform amplitude distribution, i.e., every amplitude is

equally probable). This combining operation is the feature

which permits amplitude information to be retained by the
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correlator, in spite of the clipping operations performed

later by the digital processor. QuAalitatively, the suwning

operation produces an amplitude weighted signal. The same

function is simultaneously performed on the received signal.

the outputs of thp summing amplifierc are then fed to zero

axis crossing detectors, which detects positive and negative

voltage exiursions--the resitlting wave form appears as a

square wave of variable period. The zero-axis crossing

detector is converted into a variable level axis-crossing

detector when applied to the summed signal by effectiv!ly

replacing the zero axis by the variable ramp voltage.

ERcursions about the ramp are thus detected. From this point

on, the amplitude information is retained implicitly in the

clipped signal's phase-

To account for the propagational time delay of the

received signal, a digital shift register delays the transmitted

signal in channel "A" so that the two signals haave been

delayed by the same amount of time before entering the phase

ccmparator . Any subsequent change in the length of the

signal path in water will appear as a time shift between

these signals--a parameter that the correlator is capable of

measuring. The initial time delay is set equal to the centraL

bern transit time of the transmitted signal in reaching the
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receiver along the specular path. Delays ranging from 0.8 msec.

to 4.6 msec. are introduced by adjusting the frecfqency of the

clock generator which triggers the shift register. 1 2

Output samples of the two channels are combined in a phase

comparator, and the result is integrated. It is important

that the two ramp signals have a zero (or nearly zero)

cross-correlation function. This is implemented by generating

ramps with incomnensurate periods. The result of successive

integrations is stored in a capacitor, the voltage of which

indicates the degree of correlation at that instant. With

the ramps disconnected, the processor functions as a clipper

correlator (phase correlator); in this mode, the output of the

correlator has the following interpretations:

(a) An output voltage of 5.6 volts indicates

perfect correlation (in phase condition);

(b) A voltage of zero indicates an uncorrelated

condition (random phase);

(c) A voltage of -5.6 volts indicates the 1800

relative phase condition--"anti-correlation."

By connecting an x-y recorder to the output of the

correlator and traversing the tank slowly vith the receiver

LI
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(at a depth fixed and corresponding time delay), a spatial

correlation function can be obtained. Figure 3-2 shows the

actual correlator system.

To utilize this device one must determine the relation-

ship between the correlator output and the signal strength

measured at the receiver. Figure 3-3 presents a calibration

curve valid for source frequencies extending from about 20kHz

to 122kHz. The graph was obtained by progressively reducing

the received signal level at the position of maximum correlation

on the direct beam (for a fixed delay).

3.1.2 Receiving System. A small LC-10 omnidirectional

hydrophone (see Appendix C) was selected for the receiver

because it minimized the spatial averaging of the received

signal. It was also necessary to separate the hydrophone

a suitable distance from the traverse beam to prevent the

receiver from being partly shielded (Figure 3-4).

The traverse assembly was operated either manually

or automatically by a pulley system. By attaching the slide

of a variable resistance potentiometer to the pulley assembly

and using the output voltage of the potentiometer to drive

the x-chamnel of the x-y recorder, the horizontal position

tI
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4

Figure 3-4. Transmitting and Receiving System (with Pressure
Release)
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of the receiver could be accurately determined. in addition,

two p•hotocells were attached to the frame at known locations.

When tripned by lights on the wneel assembly, the correlator and

x-y recorder were automatically disconnected thus providing an !nitial

and final reference point for each traverse. The depth of the

receiver was adjusted by another pulley assembly e ttached to

the traverse frame. It was necessary to correc' depth measurements

for a half inch catenary found in the frame.

3.1.3 Other Ap•aratus. ,fe projecting transducer, a

USRD TYPE F-33, consisted of two co-axially mounted arrays

(see Appendix C). The inner array measured approximately two

inches square and had a useful frequency range extending from

5kHz to l5OkHz. At the half power points the total beam width

given was 120 act l5OkHz.

Using the equation for a rmdiating piston, the beam

width at the half power points should be approximately 180

0 12at iCOkHz and 5o at 35kHz. Both arrays oper~tinrg in parallel

produced a much narrower beam ( 7 1/20 at 5•)kHz ), but reduced

the meidmim useful frequency to about 50kHz. Because the

ccrrelator was found insensitive to beam width, the inner array

was used exclusively. Far field conditions were insured by

placing the projector at a depth of 66 inches.

p mm| m | im | m m | m m m | mm
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Figure 3-5. Pressure Release Corrugated Surface
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Figure 3-.Pressure Release Plane 3-urface
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In this exneriment, the transducer used a wide band FM

zi.nal (warbletone). The carrier frequency was ramp modulated

to produce a 2000 cycle swing to either side of the center

frequency at a rate of 64 cycles per second.

To construct the pressure release reflecting surface,

a snecial cutting tool was utilized to the desired corrugation

into a piece of maple measuring 58-1/2" x 38-1/2" x I". After

mounting the corrugation in a frame, a urethane foam manufactured b0"

the Armstrong Cork Company was applied to the surface by a

frothing process. The framn was separated from the rigid urethane foam,

after allowing it to cool (Figure 3-5). This substance, called

Expandoform, had a density about ten times less than cork and was not

water absorbent. The surface wavelength was 2.7 cm and the

corrugation amplitude was 0.24 cm.

3.2 Procedure

With the flat surface in place, the projector was

manually set at the desired angle of incidence. The scattered

pressure was measured at points equally distant from the center

of the corrugation (i.e., along thE arc of a circle). After

• • | | | | | | I.



computing the rtquired time delay, a traverse was made at

the proper depth to intercept the specularly reflected beam

on the arc. -The location of the reTaiting correlation function

maximum provided an accurate indication of the source

inclination.

With the flat surface replaced by the sinusoid,

measurements of the scattered orders were made in essentially

the same way. Using the grating Equation (4.1) as a guide,

several traverses at constant depth were made, using frequencies

surrounding the calculated value. The selection of the best

trial was based on the position, maximum amplitude, and

shape of the obtained correlation functions. By repeating

this procedure for a number of depths, the dependence of

the "relative" scattered amplitudes on frequency could

be compared with theory.

In measuring both the scattered orders and the specular

reflection from the plane surface for a given frequency, all

system parameters were maintained constant, so that a valid

cmparison was possible. To avoid erroneous correlator

indications, it was necessary to insure that the receiver

was not overdriven. This occurred for certain receiver

positions for projector input signals exceeding about 5 volts.

I
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For this reason, the maximum projector input was arbitrarily

fixed at 3.1 volts. The correlator inputs vere always

limited to about 1.5 volts.

I



CHAPTER IV

RESULTS AND CONCLUSIONS

4.1 Scattered Order Propagation

Before examining the scattered amplitudes, a comparison

between the measured directions of propagation of the scattered

order and the directions predicted by the grating equation

will be made. For this purpose Equation (2.21) may be

rewritten more clearly as follows:

+

Coss sine +/X

+
where 6- is the angle between the direction of propagation

th
of the m scattered order and the positive x-axis (as

illustrated in Figure 2-1), and is the angle of incidence

measured from the normal to the z=O plane. The order is

given by "m", and X/I is the ratio of the acoustic wavelength

to the surface wavelength. The positive sign denotes forward

scattering; the minus sign, backscattering. For a fixed

source angle, Equation(4.1)shows that a given scattered

order starts out at grazing angle at the cut-off frequency

but as the frequency increases, the angle approaches that of

specular reflection.

I
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Fig•ures 4-1 and 4-2 compare theoretical and experimental

propagational. directions for the first and second orders.

As the theory predicted, the scattered order propagates along
+

the interface (5 0, a- 180) at cut-off. For frequencies

+
below cut-off, 5- becomes imaginary; thus, propagating

3
spectra ca not be generated.

Both graphs agree consistently with theory (solid

line); deviations are generally less than 20. No forward

scattered first order is found for a 300 angle of incidence.

Similarly, there was no forward or backscattered second order

for an incident angle of zero degrees. These results agree

with the grating equation. Figures 4-3 and 4-4 depict the

relationship between the cut-off frequency and incident

angle for the first order. Although agreement is generally

good, the experimental values are consistently greater than

the predicted values. Figures 4-2 and 4-4 show somewhat

larger deviations between data and theory for an angle of

incidence of 300 than for 100; however, for the first scattered

order, deviations between data and theory show little dependence

on angle of incidence (Figures 4-1 and 4-5). The high accuracy

of these measurements establishe6 the suitability of this
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corrklator technique for the preaent purpose. Furthermore, the

corralg+tor method permits use of a smaller laboratory tank than would

be required in performing a similar experiment with the pulse-technique.

4.2 Scattered Order Amlitudes

in measuring the relative scattered amplitudes, it is

necessary to determine the relationship between the correlator

output and th- scattered amplitude. A two-step procedure was

.ased. Tha equatlon relating the sound pressure level (expressed

in dB) and the signal amplitude level with respect to a fixed

reference level is given by:

P = 20 log A/A (4.2)

This experiment required two such expressions, one for the

specuLOar amplitude A0 , and one for the scattered amplitude A'.

Thus,

SP 0= 20 log A o/Arf

2 0 ref', ; (4.3)
SP' - 20 log A'/A ref "

where, P and P' are the pressure levels corresponding to A
20 lo0'A I 4

and A', respectively. P and P' are then obtained from the
0
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calibration cur-ve (Figure 2-3), which relates the correlator

output to the relative receiver signal strength. Combinin,-

Equation (4.5) yields:

P- P' =6P =20 log A°

o o/At (4.4)

and A'/A =A- anti log (AP/20) ]-l. (4.5)

0

Here AV/A0 is the "relative" scattered amplitude as was

computed by Equation (2.24).

Thus, by measuring the maximum amplitude of the

correlation function, by applying the calibration curve, and

by using Equation (4.5), the scattered signal can be determined.

4.2.1 Specular Amplitude A . The specular amplitude
0

A , given by Equation (2.19), represents the ratio of' the

soecular reflection from the corrugation to the reflection

from a plane surface. Figures 4-5, 4-6 and 4-7 illustrate

graphically the comparison between the experimental data

and the theory for the three incident angles used. The

surface used in the present study is intermediate in slope

tc surfaces two and three used in the Tamarkin and LaCasce

investigation.1 0 Their results agree closely with the corresponding

measurements of this experiment. Agreement with theoretical
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values is particularly good a*c the high frequencies and for

small angles of incidence. It is under these two conditions

that Eckart's demand for local flatness is best satisfied.

the criterion of local flatness when applied to those portions

of the surface with least radius of curvature is given by
i0

the inequality:

cosoi 3 >hX/sX2

4.2.2 First Scattered Order Amplitudes. The measured

amplitudes of the first scattered order agree well with

theory, especially at frequencies just above cut-off (see

Figure 4-8 through 4-ll). While cut-off usually occurred

near the predicted value, determination of cut-off was

inferred from the large positive slope manifested by the

experimental data in the immediate vicinity of cut-off. However,

the amplitudes of the first scattered order approached the

cut-off frequency more rapidly than theory indicated, and they

appeared to be extinguished at frequencies higher than

predicted. Angle of incidence did not appear to be a very

significant factor.

I
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It was not definitely established whether the amplitude

of the first scattered order is zero2 or finite at cut-off.

No relative amplitude below 0.18 was measured for this order,

possibly due to the limitation placed on the system by its

signal-to-noise ratio. The ambiguity at cut-off could be

solved by employing a correlator system with better resolving

power, and by using the projector at a higher incidence

angle. (The theory indicates that the cut-off value of

the scattered amplitude increases with increasing angle

of incidence for forward scattered orders.)

In any event, the onset of the first scattered order

was very sudden. For frequencies just below the achieved

cut-off, no correlation function pattern war obser. 11i-d ýksc 4

Figure 4-19), even with the ramps removed. riscor. _ng

the ramp generators converts the system into a clipper

correlator, which is sensitive only to the relative phase

between the two signals. The results obtained for the first

scattered order extend upon the work done by Tamarkin and

LaCasce by examining the frequencies in the immediate vicinity

surrounding cut-off. Still, the behavior of the scattered

amplitudes at the cut-off frequency is not answered decisively,

and the assumption that the ecattered amplitude must vanish

cannot be fully substantiated by the results of this

2
investigation.

-j
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4.2.3 Second Scattered Order Amplitudes. Agreement

between theory and experiment for the Eecond backscattered

order is much poorer than for the first (Figures 4-12 and

h1-1). Because the second forward scattered order- vas

below cut-off for the frequencies used, it could not be

measured. Again, the value of the scattered amplitude at

cut-off is unclear, even more so than for t.e first order.

Apparently, the Eckart theoiz of scattering tends to become

more inaccurate for the higher orders, especially as the

angle of incidence becomes large (Figure 4-12)-

However, Figure 4-12 indicates that for a 100 angle

of incidence, values of A2 less than 0.1 could be measured.

It is difficult to explain how such a small value could be

attained in view of the constancy of the experimental cut-off

.°alues obtained in all other areas of the in-westigation:

Experimental error in this case seems rather unlikely, in

that two separate trials produced nearly identical results,

Figure 4-14 shows the measured relative spatial

amplitude level for a fixed acoustic frequency when a time

denendent random surface was the scatterer- The graph for 60khz
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is mozie strongl,' peaked in the specular direction than for

lOOkHz, indicating that the surface scatters more diffusely

at the higher frequencies. Finally, the observed scattered

amplitudes reveal symmetric behavior for both forward and

backscattered directions.

4.3 Internal Structure of Correlation Function

The internal structure of the envelope of the correlation

function for various experimental configurations was examined

and found in general agreement with calculation. The

correlation length, Xc, was usually found to be different

from the acoustic wavelength, X. The receiver, in traversing

the tank cut obliquely across the direction of propagation

of the scattered order; thus, the receiver recorded a projection

of the actual acoustic wavelength. Mathematically, the

relationship between c and X is expressed as;

)C M X/sin9i for specular reflections, (4.6)

Ic X/cos6+ for scatte~ec" orders, (4.7)

+
where Equation (4.1) relates B- and X.

3j
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Figures 4-15 and 4-16 present a comparison between

typical experimentsl results and Equations (4.6) and (4.7).

These equations afforded another means of determining the

identity of a particular scattered order. The specular

correlation length, Xc, displayed consistently good agreement

with Equation (4.6) for all incident angles used, including

9, = 0. In the case of normal incidence (e8 a 0), only

a single peak of the correlation function was obtained,

suggesting i vas infinite (Figure 4-17).C

For scattered waplitudes, however, Equation (4.7)
+ 90

becmne more inaccurate as 5 approached 90 (Figure 4-16).

It is not presently understood why these equations are valid

for specular reflections, but not ffr scattered orders.

Near cut-off, however, there was good agreement with the

theory in all cases, as X approached A.

cI
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5.1 The Problem and Its Significanee

During the past twenty years, scientists have

investigated scattering from pressure ielease sinusoidally

corrugated surfaces using sound prIses. In the present study,

the scattered pressure amplitudes were measured for the case

of a continuous source using a variable level correlator to

separate the scattered signal from the background noise.

This technique was applied in the cut-off frequency region

of the first two scattered orders and the results then

compared to Eckart's theory of scattering. The present

investigation establishes an alternate approach to measuring

a scattered sound field and contributes further proof of the

validity of existing scattering theory.

5-2 Experimental Procedure

The scattered mplitudes were always referenced to

the %mplitude that would be reflected by a plane pressure

release surface. For a given angle of incidence, the scattered

t
I2

Ii i i i t i t i t i
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amplitude was measured along a portion of an arc of a

circle, centered about the midpoint of the corrugation.

Consequently, inverse spreading and transit time vere the

same for all paths propagating from the center. The grating

equation was then used to calculate the arc positions for

the reception of a spectrum of a given order and frequency.

Traversing the tank at the appropriate depth to intercept

the calculated point produced a graph of a spatial correlation

function on the x-y recorder. The best graph was selected

after considering the position and magnitude of the maximum

of the correlation function and the shape of the function's

envelope.

After replacing the corrugated surface by a plane

surface, a similar recording was made under identical conditions

for the specularly reflected amplitude. By utilizing the

input-output calibration curve of the correlator system, a

method was derived to relate mathematically the measured

correlation amplitudes to the "relative" amplitudes.

5.3 Results and Conclusions

With the technique described, results were obtained

for the specular and the first two scattered order amplitudes

at three angles of source incidence. A cmparison with theory
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revealed that best agreement existed for the specular amplitudes,

and. poorest for the second scattered order amplitudes. This

"result is not very -irprising, since several assumptions of

the theory were violatt.d. Because the higher order terms

of the solution represent the higher scattered orders, the

scattered orders would be expected to suffer most by the

inaccuracies of the theory. The scattered amplitudes agreed

best with theory for frequencies Just above cut-off. For

the second scattered order, the results obtained fcr small

angles of incidence agreed better with theory than those for

large angles; in contrast, agreement for the first order

spectra with theory depended little on angle of incidence.

The cut-off of the scattered amplitudes occurred consistently

at slightly higher freq-lencies than calculated. In all

instances, extinction of the scattered amplitudes below cut-off

vas inferred from the large positive slope of the scattered

a'mplitude just above cut-off and the negative results obtained

at frequencies below cut-off. The magnitude of the scattered

amplitude at cut-off could not accurately be determined probably

due to the limited signal resolving capability of the correlator.

Finally, the internal structure of the correlation function

envelope showed good Pgreement with theory, except as the

direction of the scattered order approached the normal to the

surtfac e.
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5.4 SýuWestions for Further Investigation

Another study is required to determine the exact

cut-off amplitude. To su.;ceed, the correlator system

requires a higher signal resolving capability than was

available here. Furthermore, utilizing higher incident

angles would facilitate measuring the cut-off amplitude

of forward scattered orders, since these cut-off amplitu%.

should theoretically be larger at higher angles of incidence.

Investigation of the scattering process from random surfaces

using the variable level correlator is suggested in light

of the success achieved in the present application. Use

of other continuous source generators would provide a means

of comparing different scattered signals.

Fi

_________
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APPENDIX A

SOURCE AND RECErIER DISTANCE APPROXIMATIOINS

A. Utilizing Figure A-i, we have

r 0  r[ (x) + xo)0 + Z )2 1/2

c 0 +x,+•+ ; -2;Z)
sice 6 x 00

r 2( + 4Z2) +2~ -2Z2
00 00 0

r r0o (1 + I/ r2 + e/r2 +2X / 2 - 2ýZc/r 2--

After applying the Binomial expansion and ditpping second

order terms,

*r0oa ro 00 I + (X o/r o 1:/r oo- (Z o/roo Yroo 0 • +

*r0a-(roo0 + Y., sin 81 - cos )

however,

-, ( 2 " X/2) (A-2)

hence, sin 5 = - c0s2

and (1-C2)1/2 - a
0 0
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With these substitutions, (A-2) becomes

r r0 0 - (a X10 co) +A-3)

B. To find an approximation for the receiver distance,

ye proceed similarly. From Figure A-2,

rI = x [ ( ) )2 + ( z)2 ]1/2(A)

= [ 2rO2  X2 + 2xx - 2Z 11/2

since, (x2 + Z2 ) r 1 o2

2 +i )2

or r r [ i + (xl2r ) + (/rlO) 2 - 2xxlr2

- 2 Zlr~o 1/2

Applying the Binomial expansion and dropping second order

terms again,

rl r lo 1 - (x/ro /•o (z/rlo Vrl+

r_ o " 'lcCos§ - sinb 3  (A-5)

but sin53 = cos(2m - 84)

= cos5 4

= cO

With this substitution (A-5) becomes

rl-...- r 1 0 - (&l X,+ c 1 )
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a CORRELATOR SYSTJ COMPONENTS

(i) USED TYPE F-33 TRAN4rITn HDROPHONE (See Appendix C).

(2) LC-13 RECEIVZIG MYDROPHOME (Atlantic Research) (See

Appendix D).

(3) BEAT FREQUENCY OSCILLATOR, TYPE 1013 (Bri'el and

Kjaer).

(4) ELECTRONIC CCUNTER, MODEL 5512A (Hewlett-Packard).

(5) POWER AMPLIFIER-2OOW, TYPE K-107 (McIntosh)

(6) ATTENUATOR SET, 3 4 0D (Hewlett-Packard)

(7) A. C. VOLTMETER, MODEL 310A (Ballantine Laboratories,

SInc ) .).

(8) POWER SUPPLY (+6v, +12V, -18v), MODEL RP-32 (Computer

Control Company)

(9) SQUARE WAVE GNERA7OR (3 n sec RISE.TINE), TYPE 107

(Tektronix).

(10) TnISU PM-r AND TrmE, MODEL 7360 (Beck=&=)

(ii) NOSELEY X-Y RECORDER, 7035B (Bewlett-Packard)

(12) PRECISION A.C. - D.C. VOLTMETER, MODEL AC-15OB-1

(Calibration Standards Corp.)

j
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(13) MItO SCOPE, I'M 32LA (Tektronix).

(14) TUE MS VTinM, MODEL 32OA (Ballantine Laboratories,

(.)VARIA3L GAfIN AWMFIZERR 0-50dB CIAIN WILM l0dB STEPS.

(16) RIGH PASS FILTER (low frequency cut-off at 2k~z).

(17) DECADE ATMVJPU R, TM O 1450-TA (General Radio).

(18) REZ.IVDW PRAI•7MIE .

0 4

I

I

i
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APPENDIX C

TRANSMITTING HYOROPHOKE SPECIFICATIONS

30 Novembe.- 1966

Preliminary Operating instructions

USRD TYPE F53 TRANSDUCER
Serial 7

I. GENERAL DESCRIPTION

The USRD type P33 transducer vas designed as a general
purpose unidirectional transducer fdr use in calibration
measurements in the frequency range I to 150kEz.

The sensitive element consists of two piezoelectric
ceramic arrays mounted coaxially. •Ie smaller, Inner array
is cmiposed of twelve 0.5-in.-dia by 0.l0-in.-thick lead

* zirconate - lead titanate elements cemented to Kennimetal
disks. This array is approximately 1.5 in. vide and 2 in.
high; it is useful in the frequency range 5 to 150kfz.

The larger array is constructed from 64 modified barium
titanate ceramic plates 1 in. long by 0.75 in. wide by 0.250
in. thick. Each plate is cemented to a steel backing plate
embedded in butyl rubber to form an array approximately 8 in.
vide by 8.5 in. high. When the two arroyo are driven
simultaneously, the transducer is useful in the frequency
range 1 to 50k•z. Normally, the transducer is calibrated
unbalanced, with the shield and the low-output lead connected
to ground.

The transducer is provided with 100 ft. of vinyl-shea"thed
cable. The lead3 to each array section are individually shielded;
a 1-ft. length of cable provided with mating connectors serves
to connect the inner and the outer sections in parallel. The
entire transducer then can be driven by a signal applied to pins
A and B of the AN adapter. The shields are accessible at pin I.
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2. SPECIFICATIONS

Frequency range: both section, 1 to 50k~z
inner section, 5 to 150k~z

- Maxi hydrostatic pressure: 500 psiq
Operating temperature range: 0 to 35-C

Maximum input: 200 V rms
Nominal capacitance at end of

cable: outer section, 54,500 pF
inner section, 12,000 pF
both sections, 66,500 pF

D-c resistance: greater than 1000 M
Over-all dimensions: diameter, 10.75 in.

case depth, 1.75 in.
acoustic center to top
mounting bracket, 11.62 in.

Weight with 100-ft cable: 38 lb

. DtR TIVIif

With both sections operating, the total beam width at
the 3-di down points is 7.5 degrees at 50k0z. The minor lobes
are down at least 14dB with respect to the major lobe. When
only the inner section is used, the total beam width at 150kHz
is 12 degrees.

4. TwEnRATURE AND HrDIOSTATIC PRESSURE - RESPONSE CHARACTERISTICS

No significant changes have been observed in the
operating characteristics at hydrostatic Dressures to 500 psi
and temperatures between 5 and 30 0 C.

5. PREPARATION OF ME TRANS ER FOR USE

Attach & fixture to the mounting bracket provided. Do
not support the transducer by the cable. To remove air bubbles
as completely as possible and thus avoid erroneous results,
wash the entire transducer with a wetting agent at the time that
it is lowered into the water.

6. CATmsIO 
7

This transducer is a calibrated standard and should be
handled with care. Avoid sharp blows and punctures to the
rubber acoustic window and the cable sheath. Store in the
zarrying case when not in use.
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APMImWX D

RECEIVM HnliPE1l UspxcICAT7ODNS

""O OONEt CEITEI OF

MOING ROE ACOUSTK FIELD

m 0.38 die.

2.13

* ~Figure Dl-1. LC-lO Eytlropboe

I

voltage Sensitivity (CW) .......... V/pai ....... 03

Ref V/Mba? . . . . . . . . . . . . . dB . . . . . . . . 108

Capaciteace vith 25-ft Cable . . .. . . pF . . . . . . . 750

UseT,. Frequency Range . . . . . . . . . .. z . . 0.1 to 120,000

D.C. Resistance (min) . . . . . . . . . . . .......... 1000

Mwxin. Static Pressiz-e ...... ......... psI ....... 5000

Di.ectivity, Horizontal, 100 kRz ...... . . . .1

Directivity, Vertical, 25 ks ....... . . ...... 2

Operating Tmpe•rature Rane .... . . . c . . . . -60 to +1oo

Mal . Sensitivity . . . . . . . . . . .. dB/°C . . . . . . . 0o-0
Total Weight vith2 5-ft Cable .. ... . . oZ . ..... 10

sensing Elnenl t . . . . . . . . . . . . .. Lead Zireo-ate Titaate


